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Abstract

The rapid development of perovskite solar cells has been based on improvements in materials and device architectures, yet further progress towards their theoretical limit will require a detailed study of the main physical processes determining the photovoltaic performance. Luminescence can be a key parameter for this purpose, as it directly assesses radiative recombination. We present steady-state absolute photoluminescence of an operating device at varying voltages as a tool to study the loss mechanisms in perovskite devices. The technique gives access to the variation of the relative radiative /non-radiative recombination weighted along the measured potentials, and allows identifying charge extraction deficits at short-circuit conditions, which we show on a vacuum-deposited solar cell. These measurements can be crucial to characterize the nature of the charge losses, a step to develop approaches to improve this photovoltaic technology.
1. Introduction

Since the first report on metal halide perovskites for solar cells applications\textsuperscript{1} to their current efficiency record of 25.2%,\textsuperscript{2} this technology has experienced an unprecedented evolution in the photovoltaic field.\textsuperscript{3,4} The power conversion efficiency (PCE) is often discussed in terms of short-circuit current ($J_{\text{SC}}$), open-circuit potential ($V_{\text{OC}}$) and fill factor ($FF$). These are obtained at different voltages, so the comparison with their respective theoretical maximum values, established by the Shockley-Queisser limit,\textsuperscript{5} provides substantial insights about the main limitations of the device performance. For instance, at open-circuit conditions (OC) no charge is extracted, meaning that the absorbed charges will recombine either radiatively or non-radiatively. Therefore, $V_{\text{OC}}$ below the ideal one can be indicative of non-radiative recombination (in the case that the quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS) is not limited by the contacts). At short-circuit conditions (SC, $V = 0V$) it is usually assumed that all photogenerated charges are extracted. Consequently, a low $J_{\text{SC}}$ in halide perovskite solar cell is commonly attributed to a deficit in charge carrier generation, which can be caused by low perovskite absorbance or by light management problems (such as reflection or parasitic absorption of the transport layers). Nevertheless, if there are extraction problems (e.g. due to charge barriers or low mobility), charges might recombine even at SC and thus reduce $J_{\text{SC}}$. The $FF$ is ideally determined by the $V_{\text{OC}}$ and the ideality factor, and therefore recombination-dependent, but transport problems (due to series and shunt resistances) can further reduce its value.\textsuperscript{6}

All these three parameters are approaching their theoretical radiative limit in metal halide perovskite solar cells.\textsuperscript{7} To identify the remaining shortcomings of perovskite solar cells it is necessary to obtain a thorough understanding on the cells working mechanisms. However, it is not straightforward to identify the physical processes limiting the device performance of metal halide perovskite solar cells. Their unusual properties, such as ion migration, complicate the grasp of these devices.\textsuperscript{8,9}

In this context, the photoluminescence (PL) response can be a useful tool to gain insight into the remaining losses. Often, the PL signal of different perovskite films is qualitatively compared to point out the film quality variations,\textsuperscript{10–12} where a higher PL signal is ascribed to lower non-radiative recombination. Moreover, if PL is measured in an absolute scale, the signal can be related to the QFLS in the absorber layer of the device.\textsuperscript{13} Examples of this comprise perovskite solar cells studies about the QFLS differences in different compositions,\textsuperscript{14} surface passivation evaluation,\textsuperscript{15} interface voltage losses,\textsuperscript{16} spatial homogeneity of the QFLS,\textsuperscript{17} and ideality factor\textsuperscript{18} among others. All these measurements were performed at OC conditions (not contacted) where the PL intensity
should be maximal since all the generated charge carriers need to recombine. On the other hand, full devices can be contacted and set under different bias conditions during the PL measurement. At SC, the PL should vanish in an ideal solar cell as all the charge carriers should be extracted. This can be used to distinguish between absorption and extraction problems at SC.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Here, we propose the use of bias-dependent absolute PL to estimate non-radiative to radiative recombination rates along the current-voltage (JV) curve measured at one sun equivalent. The technique can identify the radiative losses at SC, as well as the ratio between radiative and non-radiative recombination at different voltage potentials, which provides a useful tool to study the origin of the losses in halide perovskite solar cells.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1 Theory

To obtain information about the recombination rates one has to study the detailed balance between charge generation and charge recombination/extraction. We define \( J_{\text{gen}} \) as the current density of free charge carriers photogenerated within the absorber (and express it therefore in units of electrical current density, mA/cm\(^2\)), where we integrate the charge carrier generation rate, \( G \), over the absorber thickness. Considering the low exciton binding energy of CH\(_3\)NH\(_3\)PbI\(_3\) (MAPI),\textsuperscript{21} this value can be assumed voltage-independent. The maximum value for \( J_{\text{gen}} \) (defined as \( J_{\text{max}} \)) can be found by assuming that all photons in the solar spectrum (AM1.5G, one sun) above the perovskite bandgap (\( E_g \)) are absorbed and generate an electron-hole pair. For our vacuum-deposited MAPI in the cubic phase,\textsuperscript{22} with a typical \( E_g = 1.61\text{eV} \) one finds \( J_{\text{max}} = 25.1\text{mA/cm}^2 \) (see Figure 1, violet line).\textsuperscript{23} The actual value of \( J_{\text{gen}} \) (see Figure 1, blue line) is reduced mainly by reflection and parasitic absorption. The generated charge carriers can be extracted in form of current density, \( J_{\text{extracted}} \) (Figure 1, red dots and green line) or they recombine (Figure 1, yellow area), either radiatively (associated to a radiative recombination current \( J_{\text{rad}} \)) or non-radiatively (associated to a non-radiative recombination current \( J_{\text{non-rad}} \)). These three processes are in general voltage dependent. Therefore,

\[
J_{\text{gen}} = J_{\text{extracted}}(V) + J_{\text{recomb}}(V) = J_{\text{extracted}}(V) + J_{\text{rad}}(V) + J_{\text{non-rad}}(V). \quad (1)
\]
At OC conditions, there is no net current flow from the device contacts \( J_{\text{extracted}}(V_{\text{OC}}) = 0 \), so \( J_{\text{gen}} \) and the recombination rates compensate:

\[
J_{\text{gen}} = J_{\text{rad}}(V_{\text{OC}}) + J_{\text{non-rad}}(V_{\text{OC}}).
\] (2)

Ideally, all the charge carriers are extracted at SC conditions \( J_{\text{gen}} = J_{\text{SC}} \), a situation which is generally assumed. However, in a real device, it can happen that the charge extraction is not substantially faster than the recombination and therefore also the radiative and non-radiative current densities should be taken into account.

Typically, only \( J_{\text{extracted}}(V) \) is reported for solar cells. By placing an integrating sphere which is calibrated to absolute photon numbers onto the electrically contacted solar cell, it is possible to record \( J_{\text{extracted}}(V) \) and \( J_{\text{rad}}(V) \) simultaneously (for more details see supporting information). Here, we neglect other minor possible losses such as light which is laterally guided out of the structure or absorbed by the transport layers and thus not collected. In spite of the additional knowledge of \( J_{\text{rad}} \), both \( J_{\text{gen}} \) and \( J_{\text{non-rad}}(V) \) remain elusive. Although \( J_{\text{non-rad}}(V_{\text{OC}}) \) can in principle be measured via the PL quantum yield (PLQY), we do not use it here for two reasons: from the practical point

![Figure 1. JV characteristics under one sun equivalent of the analyzed solar cell. The dots represent the current density measured concurrently with the steady-state absolute PL \( J_{\text{extracted}} \) while the green line shows a JV scan at this illumination with a scan speed of about 0.3V/s. The recombinative losses are shaded in yellow. The blue dashed line is an estimation of the total photogenerated current in the device \( J_{\text{gen}} \) assuming voltage-independent charge generation, and the purple dashed line \( J_{\text{max}} \) represents its maximum theoretical value.](image-url)
of view, it is too low in the measured sample, so that the measurement uncertainty inhibits the exact calculation of \(J_{\text{non-rad}}(V)\). On the other hand, PLQY usually includes parasitic absorption within the non-radiative recombination, which we would like to try to separate. Nonetheless, even without further measurements, one can make use of the voltage-independent nature of \(J_{\text{gen}}\) to extract information about the ratio of \(J_{\text{rad}}(V)\) and \(J_{\text{non-rad}}(V)\) by relating two measurements at different bias voltages:

\[
\frac{\Delta J_{\text{rad}}}{\Delta J_{\text{non-rad}}} \equiv \frac{J_{\text{rad}}(V_1) - J_{\text{rad}}(V_2)}{J_{\text{non-rad}}(V_1) - J_{\text{non-rad}}(V_2)} = \frac{J_{\text{extracted}}(V_1) - J_{\text{extracted}}(V_2)}{J_{\text{rad}}(V_1) - J_{\text{rad}}(V_2)} + 1
\]

This can be interpreted as the slope of a \(J_{\text{rad}}(V)\) vs. \(J_{\text{non-rad}}(V)\) curve. We point out that this is not a proper function and therefore the quantity \(\Delta J_{\text{rad}}/\Delta J_{\text{non-rad}}\) needs to be treated with care. However, if this “slope” is constant one can deduce that the ratio of \(J_{\text{rad}}/J_{\text{non-rad}}\) is constant over the voltage range. If the “slope” changes the ratio changes as well, which can give important information about the non-radiative recombination source.

2.2 Experimental Results

All measurements are performed on an inverted vacuum-deposited MAPI solar cell similar to those reported elsewhere\(^{24,25}\), with an architecture consisting of an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slide, covered with molybdenum (VI) oxide (MoO\(_3\), 5nm) / N\(_4\),N\(_4\),N\(_4\),N\(_4\)'-tetra[(1,1'-biphenyl)-4-yl]-[1,1':4',1''-terphenyl]-4,4''-diamine (TaTm, 10nm) / MAPI (590nm) / fullerene (C\(_{60}\), 25nm) / bathocuproine (BCP, 7nm) / silver (Ag, 100nm). The JV measurement under simulated AM1.5G illumination results in \(V_{\text{OC}} = 1.11\text{V}, \text{FF} = 70\%, \text{and } J_{\text{SC}} = 18.0\text{mA/cm}^2\), yielding \(PCE = 14.0\%\) (see Figure S3).

The setup for simultaneous measurement of \(J_{\text{extracted}}(V)\) and \(J_{\text{rad}}(V)\) consists of an electrical holder for the masked solar cell with an integrating sphere on top. The solar cell is illuminated by a green laser (\(\lambda = 522\text{nm}\)) under one sun equivalent which is achieved by matching the \(J_{\text{SC}}\) obtained by the measurement using the solar simulator. The solar cell JV measured under this illumination achieves a \(V_{\text{OC}} = 1.13\text{V}, \text{FF} = 68\%, \text{and } J_{\text{SC}} = 19.2\text{mA/cm}^2\) (Figure 1); values which are comparable to the ones measured under AM1.5G one sun simulated illumination. The PL signal is separated from the laser via a 600nm long-pass filter and collected in a spectrometer. For further details about the experimental methods see the supporting information.
The measurement and integration of the steady-state absolute PL at bias potentials along the JV curve enables the direct estimation of $J_{\text{rad}}$ (see Figure 2) by integrating the PL peak and multiplying the integral with the electric charge of an electron. In order to check the validity of this measurement, the QFLS was calculated from the luminescence via the fit of the high-energy tail following previously reported procedures, obtaining a value of 1.13 eV in excellent agreement with the electrically measured $V_{OC}$ (details in the supporting information).

The emission has to be maximum at OC conditions, where there is no net current flow ($J_{\text{extracted}} = 0$). In the ideal case, non-radiative recombination paths are considered inactive and thus $J_{\text{non-rad}} = 0$ and $J_{\text{gen}} = J_{\text{rad}}$. The fact that $J_{SC} \leq J_{\text{gen}} \leq J_{\text{max}}$ and that the radiative current is orders of magnitude below $J_{SC}$ (compare Figures 1 and 2) indicates the existence of significant non-radiative losses.

At SC conditions, full extraction is often assumed, implying thus that $J_{\text{gen}} = J_{SC}$, in which case no recombination should happen and no light should be emitted from the solar cell. Despite the recorded luminescence at $V=0$ is small (Figure 2), its value different from zero implies radiative losses compared to the ideal fully-quenched case. This kind of signal at SC conditions would be expected in the case of low mobility systems or other charge extraction limitations, circumstance which has also been discussed for metal halide perovskites. Assuming that the relation $J_{\text{non-rad}} \gg J_{\text{rad}}$ is also fulfilled at SC, as discussed below, $J_{\text{non-rad}}$ might not be negligible and therefore $J_{\text{gen}} > J_{SC}$, as previously suggested by other electrical techniques.

Figure 2. Absolute photoluminescence spectra obtained at different steady state operating voltages for the solar cell measured under one sun equivalent in the forward direction (a) and $J_{\text{rad}}$ derived from them (b).
To find out more about $J_{\text{non-rad}}$ we evaluate the ratio between radiative and non-radiative recombination at different bias voltages. Using Equation 3 we can obtain this information without further approximations. Figure 3 shows the ratio $\Delta J_{\text{rad}}/\Delta J_{\text{non-rad}}$ for both the forward and the reverse scan directions. In the end of the reverse scan, the cell started to degrade, making the data points at low voltages ($V < 0.5V$) less trustworthy. Interestingly, the ratio of the differences in radiative and non-radiative current is not constant with the voltage, implying that also the ratio of radiative and non-radiative recombination depends on the voltage. Since $\Delta J_{\text{rad}}/\Delta J_{\text{non-rad}}$ is increasing with $V$, it follows that at SC there is relatively more non-radiative loses than at OC, with respect to the radiative recombination. At all voltages $\Delta J_{\text{rad}}/\Delta J_{\text{non-rad}} < 1$ due to smaller changes in the radiative current than in the non-radiative current, which is expected for $J_{\text{non-rad}} >> J_{\text{rad}}$.
In an attempt to quantify $J_{\text{non-rad}}$ we estimate $J_{\text{gen}}$ from the transmittance data of the layers on top of the perovskite (glass/ITO/MoO$_3$/TaTm, see Figure 4a), which includes the reflection and parasitic absorption of these layers. We furthermore measured the reflection of the full device and show that it is mainly determined by the reflection of the glass slide (see Figure S5). This approach neglects the parasitic absorption of the layers on the bottom, assumed to play just a minor role for light reflected at the metal contact. By multiplying the transmittance with the solar spectrum (AM1.5G) and integrating all the energies above the bandgap, we find that the current of generated charge carriers under 1 sun illumination is $J_{\text{gen}} = 20.4 \text{ mA/cm}^2$. As in the entire work, we assume that the recombination currents depend on the charge carrier densities rather than on the light source, and therefore $J_{\text{gen}}$ is equal for the laser excitation and the excitation by the solar simulator. Considering these approximations, around 2 mA/cm$^2$ are lost due to recombination at SC conditions ($J_{\text{recomb}}$) and $J_{\text{gen}} \neq J_{\text{SC}}$. As discussed above, these losses are mainly attributed to non-radiative recombination, yet they have a contribution from the radiative one.

The evolution of the ratio of radiative recombination and total losses as a function of the voltage is presented in Figure 4b, which confirms that non-radiative recombination is the dominant process along the entire JV curve, although its weight is reduced towards OC. This indicates that the non-radiative recombination mechanisms change depending on the bias voltage, an
observation which may help to identify their nature. Further investigations to find the source of this change can be a valuable tool to reduce the photovoltaic losses in the devices.

We want to point out that this study of absolute radiative and non-radiative currents is sensitive towards many factors. Here, we do not consider parasitic absorption and outcoupling losses of the emitted light, which may lead to an underestimation of $J_{\text{rad}}$. However, we do not expect that these mechanisms are voltage dependent, and therefore our approximation preserve the result that non-radiative recombination is relatively increased towards SC conditions.

3. Conclusions

The measurement of the steady-state absolute photoluminescence of an operating perovskite solar cell enables the study of the loss mechanisms in the device. The radiative recombination, extracted from the integration of the radiative emission, is maximum at OC as expected, yet it is not totally quenched at SC. This suggests non-ideal charge extraction problems, which opens a device configuration improvement pathway. Finally, based on an estimation of the total photogenerated charge, we present the relative variation of radiative and non-radiative losses along the JV curve, which can be useful to identify the sources of the main losses. This work presents a tool to study the origin of the losses in perovskite solar cells, a necessary step to pursue the way towards the theoretical performance limit of this technology.
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Experimental methods

Photolithographically patterned ITO coated glass substrates were purchased from Naranjo Substrates. N4,N4,N4″,N4″-tetra[(1,1′-biphenyl)-4-yl]-[1,1′:4′,1″-terphenyl]-4,4″-diamine (TaTm) were provided from Novaled GmbH. Fullerene (C60) was purchased from sigma Aldrich. PbI2 was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry CO (TCI), CH3NH3I (MAI), MoO3 and BCP were purchased from Lumtec.

Device preparation

ITO prepatterned substrates were cleaned following a standard procedure where they are cleaned with soap, water, deionized water and isopropanol in a sonication bath, followed by a 20 min UV treatment. Then, the samples were transferred to a vacuum chamber integrated into a nitrogen-filled glovebox (H2O and O2 < 0.1 ppm) and evacuated to a pressure of 10^-6 mbar. The chamber is equipped with an aluminium boat where MoO3 is sublimed using a quartz crystal microbalance sensor (QCM) to control the evaporation rate and thickness. Afterwards, the MoO3 layer was annealed at 100 ºC inside the glovebox for 10 minutes. The remaining layers were deposited in a second vacuum chamber equipped with six temperature-controlled evaporation sources (Creaphys) fitted with ceramic crucibles. The sample for the transmittance measurement was extracted after the evaporation of TaTm. The sources were directed upward with an angle of approximately 90° with respect to the bottom of the evaporator. The substrate holder to evaporation sources distance is approximately 20 cm. Three quartz crystal microbalance sensors are used: two monitoring the deposition rate of each evaporation source and a third one close to the substrate holder monitoring the total deposition rate.
For thickness calibration, we individually sublimed the charge transport materials. A calibration factor was obtained by comparing the thickness inferred from the QCM sensors with that measured with a mechanical profilometer (Ambios XP1). Then, the materials were sublimed at temperatures ranging from 160 °C to >300 °C, and the evaporation rate was controlled by separate QCM sensors obtaining precisely the deposited thickness. In general, the deposition rate for TaTm and C60 was 0.5 Å s\(^{-1}\) and 0.2-0.3 Å s\(^{-1}\) for the thinner layers (BCP). For the perovskite deposition MAI and PbI\(_2\) were co-evaporated by measuring the deposition rate of each material in a different sensor and obtaining the total perovskite thickness in a third one, leading to 590 nm thick perovskite. Ag contacts were evaporated in the same vacuum chamber as the MoO\(_3\).

Device characterization

For the simultaneous measurement of JV and PL the cell was placed on a self-made contacted holder, connected to a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter, and covered with a reflective shadow mask with 0.06 cm\(^2\) aperture. An Avantes AvaSphere-50-REFL was placed onto the mask for light collection. The device was illuminated with a diode laser of integrated Optics, emitting at 522 nm. To control the laser power, 10% of the light were collected by an optical power meter via a fiber optic coupler with 90:10 splitting ratio. The light was collected behind a baffle to homogenize the light signal, send through an in-line 600nm long-pass filter and detected by a fiber optics based Avantes Avaspec2048 spectrometer. The system was calibrated to absolute photon numbers by a NIST traceable Avantes AvaLight-HAL-CAL-ISP50-MINI light sources which was placed in
front of the sample port. The PL and current (or voltage for a $V_{OC}$ measurement) signal were recorded for 40s per voltage step, with a PL integrating time of 5s, to be able to observe time-dependent effects and to average for noise reduction. A forward scan from 0V to $V_{OC}$ and a reverse scan from $V_{OC}$ to -0.5V were acquired in 0.1V steps. Fast JV scans were obtained in a −0.2 to 1.2V voltage range, with 0.01V steps and integrating the signal for 20ms after a 10ms delay, corresponding to a speed of about 0.3V/s. In the analysis, the PL peaks were integrated from 1.47eV to 1.8eV and the result multiplied by the electric charge to calculate $J_{rad}$. $J_{extracted}$ was obtained by the mean of the current signal over time.

The JV curve under simulated AM1.5G illumination was recorded using a Keithley 2612A SourceMeter in a −0.2 and 1.2V voltage range, with 0.01V steps and integrating the signal for 20ms after a 10ms delay, corresponding to a speed of about 0.3V/s. The device was illuminated under a Wavelabs Sinus 70 LED solar simulator. The light intensity was calibrated before every measurement using a calibrated Si reference diode equipped with an infrared cutoff filter (KG-3, Schott). The layout used to test the solar cell has 4 equal areas (0.0651cm$^2$, defined as the overlap between the ITO and the top metal contact) and measured through a shadow mask with 0.06 cm$^2$ aperture.

Absorption spectra were collected using a fiber optics based Avantes Avaspec2048 spectrometer.

Reflection spectra were collected using an Avantes AvaSphere-50-REFL and a fiber optics based Avantes Avaspec2048 spectrometer.

Estimation of the quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS) as an indication of correct absolute calibration
Following previous reports\(^1\), we use the Wien approximation of the generalized Planck’s law,\(^2\) which describes the spectral photon flux (\(I_{PL}\)) emitted by a body in non-equilibrium,

\[
I_{PL}(E) = \frac{2\pi E^2 \alpha(E)}{h^3 c^2 \exp\left(\frac{E-\Delta\mu}{kT}\right)}.
\]  

(S1)

Here, \(E\) is the photon energy, \(\alpha\) is the absorptivity, \(h\) the Planck constant, \(c\) the speed of light, \(k\) the Boltzmann constant, \(T\) the temperature and \(\Delta\mu\) the QFLS. Assuming an absorptivity of 1 for energies above the bandgap, one can rearrange (S1) as a linear equation,

\[
\ln\left(\frac{2\pi E^2}{I_{PL}(E)h^3 c^2}\right) = \frac{E}{kT} - \frac{\Delta\mu}{kT}.
\]  

(S2)

The fit of our recorded spectrum at open-circuit conditions yields a temperature of \(T = 307\) K and a QFLS of \(\Delta\mu = 1.13\text{eV}\) which agrees excellently with the measured \(V_{OC} = 1.13\text{V}\).
Figure S3: JV measurement under simulated AM1.5G illumination with parameters.

Figure S4: $J_{rad}$ of the forward and reverse scan in logarithmic scale. Inset: The same in linear scale.
Figure S5: Transmittance of all the layers on top of the perovskite with reflectance of the full device.

Figure S6: Comparison of Figure 3 and the derivation of the quantified $J_{\text{non-rad}}$ vs $J_{\text{rad}}$ curve (both in the forward direction).
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